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April showers didn't bring much relief for North American resin buyers in May, as prices increased for most commodity resins. Suppliers of most commodity materials remain challenged by demand trying ...

Days of higher prices in May for resin buyers
JRW Realty has sourced the all-cash acquisition of over $49 million in net-leased essential properties in May on behalf of its clients. The 11 properties acquired are tenanted by companies with strong ...

JRW Realty Sources Over $49 Million in Net-Leased Essential Properties in May
Trump, who condemned “Fire and Fury” and attempted to have its publication halted, is among those who spoke to the author for his new book.

‘Fire and Fury’ author releasing new book on final days of Trump administration
The news for Friday includes Iran votes in presidential poll, GOP needs new health care target, millions driven from homes in 2020 despite COVID crisis, military justice changes must go beyond sex cas ...

Briefs: Black Americans laud Juneteenth holiday
Schmuck, 64, reckless driving, $100 fine plus court costs. Hunter Ray Ziegelmeier, 20, third-degree attempted burglary, first-degree possession of controlled substances first offense, possession of ...

Lewis County District Court
Schmuck, 64, reckless driving, $100 fine plus court costs. Hunter Ray Ziegelmeier, 20, third-degree attempted burglary, first-degree possession of controlled substances first offense, possession of ...

Robertson County District Court
If we -- if you invite me back in 60 days and we see that there has been nothing -- nothing that`s happened after this meeting with Putin, that we`ve had more attacks that we have not responded, and I ...

‘The Five’ on crime in US cities, Biden-Putin meeting
TriplePoint Venture Growth (TPVG) operates in the very hot sector of advanced, venture capital-backed tech companies. See why the attractive dividend yield may be your total return.

TriplePoint Venture Growth: 9% Yield From Venture Capital
This is the second in a series of articles. This article was produced in collaboration with Berkeley Journalism’s Investigative Reporting Program. Justin Chambers arrived at the U.S. Polyco plant in ...

An Explosion in Texas Shows the Hidden Dangers of Tanks Holding Heavy Fuels
People were hungry, and she fed them. In a few hours, they would be hungry again. That was 2007, the year she established a Nashville branch of Mobile Loaves & Fishes, a nonprofit based in Austin, ...

Feeding the Hungry, One Wholesome Meal at a Time
Life seems to be is cbd oil legl in texas always elsewhere. If there was at least one barricade to climb, what a gunfire Jaromir felt Is Cbd Oil Legl In Texas that the festival allergic reaction to ...

Is Cbd Oil Legl In Texas
Instead of serving a jail sentence, he stayed at home, his case deferred more than a year, as courts closed and jails nationwide dramatically reduced their populations to stop the spread of COVID-19.

Jails emptied in the pandemic. Should they stay that way?
President Biden met with survivors of the 1921 attack in Oklahoma, one of the worst outbreaks of racist violence in American history. The Biden administration said it would suspend oil drilling leases ...

Biden Visits Site of Tulsa Massacre a Century Later. ‘While darkness can hide much, it erases nothing.’
The spread of Covid-19 forced the community college to shutter all 11 of its campuses in Central Texas just before spring break last ... Ireland to New York City at age 16 with only a sixth grade ...

Troubled by students she’s not reaching — ‘that no one is reaching’
This spring, Austin ISD's special education department has faced a staffing shortage, a leadership transition, and a lawsuit from Disability Rights Texas about ... comprise 11% of special ed ...

For Black Families, AISD's Special Ed Chaos Is Not New
A new report from the Vera Institute of Justice published Monday, based on numbers from about half the nation's 3,300 jails, reveals the number of people in jails in the U.S. reached its lowest point ...

Number of Jailed Individuals in U.S. Dropped by 185K During COVID-19 Pandemic, Report Shows
Texas House Democrats pulled off a major upset late Sunday night when they walked out of the Capitol just before 11 p.m. to prevent ... any new state funding source to help energy producers ...

Right-Wing Voting Limits Killed By Texas House Democrats
The market idled Monday while investors prepare for a $12 billion new-issue onslaught that brings diversity of credits that will help direct benchmark yields. Continued fund flows are needed to ...

Early June positive performance in line with recent years
On May 11, Texas Tribune CEO Evan ... 2021 legislative session a “D” grade. But Thomas Marshall, a political science professor at the University of Texas at Arlington, disagrees: As of last ...

Conservative Lawmakers Ran Roughshod Over Dems, but Some in the GOP Wanted More
When I started writing for SA ... to the improved demand and price of higher-grade base oils, the increased spread between the price of WTI (West Texas Intermediate) and HSFO (High Sulfur Fuel ...
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